GP14 Self Build
Hello, my name is Dave and being retired two years and aged 70 I have started to fulfil a long time
wonder/dream.
For my 70th birthday Sue, my wife, gave me a delightful little book called “How to build a Boat” by Jonathan
Gornall. This book does not, however, actually tell you how to build a boat as it’s more about his efforts over
the last two years to build a clinker‐built boat intertwined with his life as a boy and the fact that he is now a
new father at the age of 58. Realising that he may not be around for too long he decides to leave something
which will outlast him and provide his daughter with lots of good memories.
I have two sons Mark 48 and Luke 41. This last December either side of my 70th on the 12th three
grandchildren were gifted us. Marks twins Samuel and Evie born on the 11th and Luke’s daughter Holly born
on the 14th. Will they remember me, I think back to my younger years and my own Grandparents realising
possibly not. Can I rectify that, may be, and so to take a leaf out of Jonathan Gornall’s book I decided to build
a boat.
After a lot of research I realised that a clinker build was going to take too long and a stitch and glue seemed
too simple. The GP14 though stood out from the other dinghies as I realised there is still an active racing and
cruising fleet around the country. And so to sourcing a Self‐Build Kit.
David Rabbetts

Drawings for the build were obtained via a pdf
from the GP14 Association-thank you Julie. I then
got these printed up to A-O size for easy reading,
although not to scale.
March 2019
First job is to make a build frame, but realising I
would be tripping all over the place with a frame
on the floor I decided to make a build box 4.8 mtr
long x 60 cm wide and 50 cm high. It would also
save bending over to much (dodgy knees). The
only disadvantage to raising the building process
was the need to climb up onto the boat to plane
the ply skins flat ready for the keel.
Using the dimensions from the drawings I
proceeded to fix timbers across the build box at
all station positions.
The Kit was purchased from Phil Hodgkins of
Ginger Boats at Nichol End Marina Keswick. We
picked the kit up in the middle of April 2019.
Phil offered the Kit in various stages of finish which would leave me with doing less
or more of the finishing to the hardwood sections. Not being from a sailing
background and even less familiar with the terminology I decided to go for a flight
cut Kit. Phil is always at the other end of the phone or email to help with the build
from start to finish also providing photos from some of his builds.
I soon realised that not all the bulkheads fix to the positions as mentioned on the
drawings. Check with the Kit supplier for any
deviations in positions of bulkheads. You also
need the set of measurements given to the kit
supplier when his boat was first measured by
the GP14 Association.
At each end of the build box I decided to fix a
timber already marked off with every keel to

Up until now, no steaming has been required on
any of the timbers
With all the stringers fully fitted and planed to
shape came that pleasant feeling of achievement
now the shape and size of the dinghy can be
clearly seen.
Summer is upon us and the garden takes over
from the GP14 build not to mention visits from the
twins.
Next instalment: "How" many cramps do I need?
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We are passionate about boats. From ourr small workshop in
Newcastle we use our years of experience to combine traditional
methods with the latest in modern design and construction
techniques.
❖ Repair- we can repair any form of damage inclluding wood,. GRP,
epoxy foam sandwi:ch and carbon. Smail repairs could be done
on site at your dub.
❖ R�vltalise - we have years of experience refurbishing, re-fitting,
rigging and tuning a huge range of boats. We also hold in stock
a selection of spares.
❖ Replace - we pride ourselves on our attention to detail when
building your new race winning GP14. Bare hulls from £3600 and
compl�te boats from £9995. More details can be found on our
website.
Please contact us to discuss your requirements. FoUow us on Facebook
and Twitter for any upcoming projects and offers.
sales@gingerboats.co.uk
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splits and so this proved not to be a problem during the
epoxying of the forward skins.
Once the epoxy on the bottom skins has set the centre
joint needs to planed to accept the keel and once it is
fixed in place with s/steel screws I decided to fix the bilge
keels before attaching the side skins as access under the
assembly would be desirable as the bilge keel screws fix
to blocks glued to the inside of the skin.
The side skins can now be attached with careful attention given to the stem end
of the forward sheets where the side and bottom sheet butt together. The
dreaded split can be seen between the first and second washer.
A little careful attention is given to the keel at the
stem to form a pleasing curve for the keel band to
attach to. With all the keels faired in and the skins
all sanded it is time to turn the dinghy over ready to
fit the floor.
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Although turning the dinghy could be turned over by
one person I employed the help of a neighbour (Just in case) I was able to place
strops around the hull and hoist the hull aloft and then turn her in the strops.
She was lowered into a cradle that mirrored the baseline to keel measurements
meaning that the dinghy is ( Level ) and the
inside fit-out can commence.
Before the floor goes in strengthening for the
mast foot is required along with extra cedar
timber strips to take all the floor joints. Once
the floor has been dry fitted it's time to coat up
all the under floor components with 3 coats of
epoxy. At the same time 18 mm ply blocks are strategically fixed to the underside
of the floor to take the foot strap
fixings.

Before gluing the floor into position the floor bearer
positions need to be marked on the insides of the hull
ready for the side tank bulkheads as these must sit directly
above the floor bearers.
Being mid-summer and as temperatures
have risen I was soon to learn that large
amounts of mixed epoxy have a short pot
life. If there are two of you then one
mixing and one spreading is the way forward. Unfortunately
there was just me so, how to keep mixed epoxy cool. I poured
an amount of cold water in a bowl with a little ice and mixed
three separate smaller containers of epoxy and kept this in the
bowl of water until it was required, I found this to work. Once
epoxy is spread thinly it can't heat itself up so quickly (by
exothermic heat).
Floor in-all side tank bulkheads are glued and filleted
into position directly above the floor bearers ready to
take the side tank panels.
Although I read the instructions regarding fixing the side tank panels I decided
instead of joining the two sheets together first before fitting into the hull it
would be easier to first fit the forward panel and then the aft panel. Big mistake.
Although easier to handle on their own for fitting purposes I ended up with a
gap of approx. 20 mm at the joint. This necessitated the purchase of a new 8' x
4' x 4 mm thick marine ply sheet from Robbins, not cheap!! Clearly I hadn't
thought through the implication of departing from the instructions. Lesson
learned. LOL
The actual fixing of the side tank panels into the final positions with epoxy is best
done by two persons as was the case. I
tend to use a lot of masking tape to keep
the epoxy from getting spread
everywhere

A dry fix run just to make sure all
is ready. Back side of the panels
all epoxied before fixing into
position. Where the panels join
the bulkheads its best to leave the
epoxy off until the final fix.
I decided to epoxy the inside of the hull walls before fixing the
side tank Panels as less room behind once in position. All
taped up and ready to rumble. (Epoxy). Side Panel fixed and
filleted. Side tank panel to Transom showing the Bung hole in
the rear air tight tank.

The internal fit out
Started January and completed end of June. This involved a good deal of
thought regarding measuring once, twice and once more just to make sure.
Also involves quite a bit of dry fitting (once again just to make sure, if you've
not done it before}
Forward deck beam, king plank and stringers all glued in ready for cleaning
off to take forward deck.

Rear deck beam, king plank and stringers ready for fixing. Notice the side
tank panels not yet fixed as easier to work out position of rear curved beam and then cut slots in side tank
panels. Slots need to be neat as these are the rear buoyancy tanks. Care is also taken to ensure all
regulations are adhered to regards deck widths and depths.
The Plate case top,
thwart
and
seat
positions all need
working and setting
out beforehand as
they are all interlinked.
Also, the mainsheet
post needs forming
and fixing before the
plate case top is fixed
into position.

The Thwart curves down at the bench ends. This gives support to the side-benches midway. I must say this
takes some working out with patience needed.

Once the decks are fixed it's time to source the inner
coaming material. Maple is probably best here as it's quite
dense but, I'd used ripple sycamore for a table a couple of
years earlier and liked the effect of the grain. This I managed
to source at the end of an 8hr return drive to Ipswich and in
the process pick up a session on a driver training course.
This sycamore was used on all inner coamings except for the
pieces around the mast chock. Maple was used here.
The outer rubbing strips were single length pieces and I
manage to attach these without temporary screwing them
to their supports.

With all timber edges sweetened (rounded off) and necessary holes bored the process of cleaning up
(sanding) begins and continues as I contemplate taking my three 2 year old grandchildren for gentle rows on
the sheltered waters of the Solent next summer. Also thinking about paint and varnish coats as I'm told that
finishing the hull and topsides can cost up to £4000 if done by a professional, so me thinks I need to invest
in some rollers and tipping off brushes.
If anyone is thinking of venturing down the route of a self-build then I would be willing to help provide
information and photo's once you've sourced a kit from a supplier. I think the work involved is within most
people's grasp as long as you have some proficiency with wood cutting
tools. Don't forget measure twice, cut once lol.

